
 

證書編號 Certificate Number： HL No. 042a 

DIMENSIONS: 21cm (Width) 21cm (Depth) 1.3cm (Height) 

NAME:  

Modern Tea Plate with Kui Dragons in Clashing Colors and Style of 
the Chenghua Reign of the Ming Dynasty 

 

Brief Description of HL No. 042a 

This item is a modern tea plate with Kui dragons in contrasting colors and the style of the late Chenghua reign of the Ming dynasty, produced in Jingdezhen during contemporary times. The diameter is 21 cm. This item has a flared rim and a short, 

rounded foot. Its biscuit porcelain is paper-thin, while its glaze is creamy and lustrous. There are circles in the blue glaze on the outer surfaces of the rim and foot. Two dragons frolicking with a pearl adorn the body in multiple glazes, which include 

blue and green. The two dragons look back and stare at each other while flying and chasing the pearl among the clouds. The inner wall is white-glaze. As the saying goes, official kilns in the Chenghua reign of the Ming dynasty did not produce 

large porcelains. Instead, these official kilns preferred small but exquisitely designed products. This plate is a representative of such porcelains. Its biscuit porcelain is white and fine, as well as even and thin. Hence, this item belongs to the category 

of "bodiless porcelain.” The glaze is gentle and lustrous with extremely tiny air bubbles, making this item as beautiful as mutton-fat jade. Clashing colors, also known as "blue-and-white plus bright colors" or "bright colors on a blue-and-white 

ground,” means the underglaze blue-and-white color and the overglaze colors stand in contrast to one another. 

This item is a masterpiece in mutually distinct colors in the Chenghua style. Specifically, the "Ping Deng Blue" cobalt unique to that period is used to produce light and elegant color development. This clear blue color stands in sharp contrast to the 

overglaze green color. The dragons are long and graceful with elegantly curved postures. The scales are vividly painted one by one, and the legs are sturdy, powerful and dynamic.  

Market price: USD15,500-32,300 

產品簡述： HL No. 042a 

本拍品為景德鎮現仿成化後期製作的斗彩應龍紋茶盤。直徑21釐米、撇口，矮圈足，胎薄如紙，釉潤如凝脂。口沿外壁與足部分繪青花雙圈，腹部以青花綠彩飾雙龍戲珠，二龍回首而視，趕珠而飛，遊戲雲間，內壁滿施白

釉。世人常言：“成窯無大器”，多見小巧精細之物。 

以此盤為代表，其瓷胎潔白細緻，胎體均勻輕薄，屬“脫胎器”， 

其釉面溫潤透亮，氣泡細小，如羊脂美玉。斗彩又稱“青花加彩”、“青花填彩”，指釉下青花與釉上諸彩鬥艷。 

此件珍品，以當時特有的“平等青”為鈷料，發色清淡雅致，清晰而不濃艷，配以釉上綠彩，形成鮮明的對比，乃成化斗彩精品。龍身纖長優雅，姿態彎曲有致，鱗片逐筆勾勒細緻傳神，四肢粗壯，雄健有力，富有動感。

此拍品雖為現仿但極富收藏價值。 

市場價格： USD15,500-32,300元 

2021.06.17 

尺寸規格：闊 21cm 深 21cm 高 1.3cm  

名稱： 仿明 成化 鬥彩夔龍茶盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2021 年 06 月 17 日 


